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Question l3ook
KVSC Trivia Contest) Feb. 10-12) 2006

Rank
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
1Dth
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
26th
27th
28th
29th
30th
31st
32nd
33rd
34th
35th
36th
37th
38th

Team Name
Learned Pigs & Fireproof Women
Stefan's Dream 7: Gloria Estefan
The Edmund Fitzgerald Swim Club
Pull Start Diesel
Loose Meat Sandwiches
Sigma Phi Nothing
Neo-Maxi Zoom Dweebies
Intimate Tupperware Party
Voodoo Dolls
Nonessential Government Workers
E.T.'s Got Sea Men on the Poop Deck
Panties WAAAY Too Tight
Super Heras In Training
Nuyorican Poets Soiree
Freshly Squeezed
Feelin' Comfortable
20,000 Leagues Under LOE
D.O.A. Hole
Redneck Zombie Mofos
What Would Scooby Do: With a Drunken Sailor
Friday Afternoon Sailing Club (F.A.S.C)
Trouble Among the Cheerleaders
MannSteim Team Roller
Swashbuckling Pirates and Marauders (SPAM)
The Chair Leg of Truth
Some Assembly Required
Festivus for the Rest Of Us
A Few Screws Loose
Porcupine Petting Zoo
Enjoy the Man Explosion!
House of Insanity
Shamelessly Nameless
Catheter Enhanced Google Monkeys
Nancy Drew & The Hardy Boys
85 No Talent Ass Clowns
This Team is Rated ARRR!
Nitsy's Kids: Wait For It...
Space Pirates & Space Cowboys

Points
14095
13985
13780
13650
13320
13130
12740
12715
12515
12425
12290
11970
11875
11835
11805
11700
11600
11440
11410
11290
10975
10760
10665
10625
10555
10525
10315
10030
9900
9515
9460
9455
9350
9295
9275
8930
8860
8565

Location
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Sartell, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Albany, MN
Brooklyn Park, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Paul, MN
Princeton, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
Saukville, WI
St. Cloud, MN
Wait Park, MN
Sartell, MN
Hutchinson, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Paul, MN
Cold Spring, MN
Brainard, MN
St.Cloud, MN
Madison, WI
Sauk Rapids, MN
Eagan, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Hastings, MN
St. Paul, MN
Monticello, MN
Wait Park, MN
Winona, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Minneapolis, MN

39th
40th
41st
42nd
43rd
44th
45th
46th
47th
48th
49th
50th
51st
52nd
53rd
54th
55th
56th
57th
58th
59th
60th
61st
62nd
63rd
64th
65th
66th
67th
68th
69th
70th
71st
72nd

Aaargh! Freaky Geeks & Mateys
DOD: Eating at the Krusty Krab
Upward Thrust
S.S. Poppins
Candy-gram for Mango
Incredible Edible Hobo
No Static At All
Cake or Death?
Teachers Loungin'
Romulus Can't Remus
Frog Flies to Florida, Penguin Marches On
Tempered Float
Chum in the Water
The Pirates of the Cranium
There's Something About Jim
Piglets R' Us
Choose Your Own Adventure
The Mooninites
Baker Street Irregulars
GBCRE:We're Just a Little Dinghy
Bud Somerville Returns
The Manson Family Variety Hour
Who's Jebus?
Instant Karma
Chickery Chick Cha La Chala Checkalaromy ...
You 'da Man Billy Joel. .. Not!
What's That? HAM?!
Crabs? We Got'em!
RealylongTeamNamesAreAnnoyingSoHaHa
Acacia Fraternity
The Losers
The A.D.D. Team
Sledgehammer Therapy
Team Cork

8555
8530
8340
8235
8165
8155
8100
8060
8060
7945
7890
7775
7715
7385
7085
6915
6285
6270
6130
5740
5400
5135
4785
4500
3860
3780
3060
2635
2475
2260
1145
285
210
185

St. Cloud, MN
Vernon Center, MN
Avon, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
Waite Park, MN
St. Croix, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Litchfield, MN
Ogilvie, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
Cold Spring, MN
Nashua, NH
St. Cloud, MN
Wis-Rapids, WI
St. Cloud, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
Sauk Rapids, MN
Appleton, WI
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Baltimore, MD
St Cloud, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St, Cloud MN
Brooklyn Park, MN
St. Cloud, MN
St. Cloud MN

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 1

(5:00 PM)

17% 80 pts

The award-winning Husky Mag sports show hosted their first annual "Blizzy Awards" last
December. I hope you watched it because the question writers for KVSC want to know who won
the award for hardest name to pronounce and who won the coveted lifetime achievement award.
-- Denelle Maguet (pronounced Duh-nell Maggee)
-- Jim Gammell

88% 10 pts

Which French detective was created by George Simenon?
-- Maigret

61 % 20 pts

What TV character claims to hold the record for riding the "Steel Phantom" roller coaster at
Kennywood Park in Pennsylvania?
-- Gil Grissom

21 % 45 pts

Please give us the classification KISS member Ace Frehley received when he went in for his
army physical.
-- I Y (one why)

6% 25 pts

Audio Trivia #6753 For 25 trivia points, what academic discipline did this man study in
college?
-- Electrical Engineering (the actor is Rowan Atkinson)

15% 75 pts

According to Entertainment Weekly's September 1999 article "The 100 Greatest Moments in
Movies 1950-2000", what moment was chronologically listed first?
-- James Dean makes his acting debut (December 13, 1950)

3% 20 pts

For 20 points, please tell us in what tent was the group Chute 7 scheduled to perform in on the
opening day of the 2002 St. Louis (MN) County Fair.
-- Jayen, Inc. Entertainment Tent

I% 40 pts

96% 10 pts

Audio Trivia #6768 For 40 trivia points, who recorded this commie-hating anthem? Hint - it is
not John Ashcroft.
-- The Lonesome Valley Singers
In print, what letter of the alphabet is traditionally used to represent snoring?

-- z

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 2
6% 75 pts

(6:00 PM)

Please give us the first and last name of the person who won the Minnesota Twins jersey at the
Liberty Savings Bank Monticello Tailgate Party on April 9th, 2005.
-- Steve Moran

85% 10 pts

Please give us the name of the 80's band whose name is derived from the first three letters of the
alphabet.
--ABC

54% 20 pts

What are the 5 things listed on Andy Richters "Things I could be" list?
-- The man who caught Hitler -- Spaceman -- Spy
-- Val Kilmer -- King of the Penguins

0% 45 pts

Audio Trivia #6779 For 45 trivia points, this song has been recorded by many artists. Please
give us the first and last name of the artist who gave us this version.
-- Bobbie Comber

75% 30 pts

Please give us the last names of the four women named Martina who played at the 2002 US
Open.
-- Hingis -- Muller
-- Navratilova -- Sucha

78% 80 pts

According to "the Pooh Cook Book," there is a recipe for getting thin. When you turn to that
recipe what question do you find?
-- "How long does getting thin take?"

79% 25 pts

Audio Trivia #6724 Please give us the name of the movie this audio clip was taken from.
,- The Natural

60% 40 pts

Visual Trivia #7 Please give us the names of#l and #JO.
-- (#1) Mourning Dove
-- (#10) Cliff Swallow

94% 10 pts

Using Google calculator, what does 7! (7 exclamation) equal?
-- 5040

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 3
86% 75 pts

(7:00 PM)

Audio Trivia #6756 For 75 trivia points, who is this gentleman interested in the subject of selfdefense? First and last name, please.
-- William Kunstler

92% 15 pts

Remove the first and last letter from this singers name and you would have a female sheep. Put
them back and you would have a precious stone. Who are we referring to?
-- Jewel

94% 20 pts

In the Billy Joel song "Piano Man," Billy mentions himself and three other people by name.
Please give us these three other names.

-- Davy

-- John

-- Paul

60% 55 pts

For 55 trivia points, tell us what biological oddity occurred in Dorchester England on October
24th, 2004.
-- A two-headed tortoise was hatched

40% 35 pts

Audio Trivia #6736 Name the album, song and artist you would listen to to hear the following
folksy fish story.
-- Sea Shanties and Wet Panties
-- Naughty Cal
-- Coconut Pete (and the Pirates)

4% 70 pts

54% 30 pts

33% 40 pts

Tom Papa plays a character who is a writer for a large newspaper. His boss, Blevin, is having
trouble getting black coffee from a great new coffee place. Tom thinks he can solve this and get
his boss a cup of black coffee. What is the name of the establishment that Tom goes to for
coffee?
-- Great New Coffee Place
Please tell us the next word in the following ad "If candy were graded like canned fruits, Baby
Ruth would be designated ... "
-- fancy
Being an award-winning artist in the 1970's and 1980's, the inspiration for this country singer's
stage name came from a national fast food chain. Please give us that name now.

-- Crystal Gayle
93% 15 pts

Please give us the first and last name of Fearless Fosdick's fiancee.
-- Pmdence Pimpleton

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 4
(8:00 PM)
(on air: get ready for speed round next hour)
6% 75 pts

Besides being an AARP Member, what other attributes was Rosemary Maccallum credited with
in a 2001 print ad?
-- Gardener
-- Hiker
-- Rock Climber

56% 20 pts

Most parents get to choose their child's name, but in 2002 AOL held a poll to name a baby gorilla
from The Bronx Zoo. Please give us the names of this baby's parents.
-- Tuti (mom)
-- Zuri (Dad)

76% 20 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the spouse of the person killed along with Jeffrey
Dahmer.
-- Barbara Anderson

74% 50 pts

Audio Trivia #6747 If you were speaking these words, what model of computer would you be
using?
-- Compy 386

44% 35 pts

On the 2005 Transportation Map for the State oflowa, what represents an "All Modem" rest
area?
-- blue triangle

6% 60 pts

Back in June of2005 on KVSC's morning show, Knuckles music request theme was WWJD.
Please tell us what the initials "WWJD" stood for, according to Knuckles.
-- Willie -- Williams -- Johnny -- Dylan
(Willie Nelson, Hank Williams, Johnny Cash, Bob Dylan)

92% 30 pts

In this disturbing commercial, Bob, Fred and Jack meet every day in the lavatory, say hello, and
do their business. What product is this commercial pitching?
-- Metamucil

89% 40 pts

Who did Richard Nixon nominate to replace Maurice H. Stans as Secretary of Commerce? First
and last name, please.
-- Peter Peterson

86% 15 pts

Audio Trivia #6740 Name this film.
-- Pirates of the Carri bean 2

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 5
(9:00 PM)
Speed Round - First half hour

93% 20 pts

This 1963 movie is based on a popular Henry Fielding novel and also happens to be the name of
a famous Welsh crooner. Please give us that name now.
--Tom Jones

6% 20 pts

What early 1980's Atari video game lent its name to a movie released in 1984?
-- Bachelor Party

81% 20 pts

Please give us the name of the 1975 movie that is the plural version of Rick Springfield's greatest
hit.
-- Jessie's Girls

21 % 20 pts

Help, fast, show, beet, cuff, sore, pine, ring. All these words fit the title of a coming-of-age
movie released in 2000. Please give us the name of that movie.
-- Four Letter Words

94% 20 pts

Please give us the name of the movie, released in 2001, that shares its name with a Jehovah's
Witness magazine.
-- Watchtower

90% 20 pts

Please give us the names of the two movies, released in 1933, that contain the word "Pretzels" in
their title.
-- "Beer and Pretzels"
-- "Moonlight and Pretzels"

88% 20 pts

Please tell us the title of the movie, to be released in the Fall of 2006, that shares its name with a
Weird Al Yankovic Studio Album.
-- Running With Scissors

35% 20 pts

This 1977 movie lent its name to a very successful PC game released in 1998, which has
spawned several game sequels. Please give us the title of that movie.
-- Grand Theft Auto

71% 20 pts

What 1987 movie title makes reference to a negative number?
-- "Less than Zero"

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 5
(9:00 PM)
Speed Round - Second half hour
58% 20 pts

Please give us the name of Crosby, Stills, and Nash song that shares its name with a ocean liner
that was launched in the mid- l 950's.
-- Southern Cross

71% 20 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the person who went from being a sportscaster for the
Tour de France to artist of the album "Tour De France".
-- John Tesh

75% 20 pts

If you ever wished to be "Flyin" or were "Fishin' For A Ticklin" or longed for a "Family Hug",
which member of Sesame Street would be more than happy to express it in song? First and last
name please.
-- Bob McGrath

54% 20 pts

Please give us the name of the last song on the CD that contains a spoken word song called
"Trivia Contest" . ·
-- Drinking Beers with Mom (Everything is Alright)

81% 20 pts

Please give us the name of the l 990's rock band who share their name with a popular musical
which opened in 1955.
-- Damn Yankees

81% 20 pts

Please tell us the name of the Bruce Springsteen song that shares its name with a documentary
about having babies, which aired on PBS in the year 2000.
-- Born in the USA

86% 20 pts

This country hillbilly band takes its name from a classic Hee Haw skit involving the used car
salesman. Please give us their name now.
--BR549

88% 20 pts

Please tell us the name of this classic rock band that took its name from a character out of
Charles Dickens classic novel "David Copperfield" .
-- Uriah Heep

65% 20 pts

Please give us the name of this short-lived all girl group from New York that shares its name
with a popular breakfast food.

-- (the) Pop Tarts

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 6

(10:00 PM)

50% I 00 pts What is the brand name and features of the toothbrush that Adrian Monk insists upon having?
-- Gurgler 4000
-- (with) extra soft polyurethane bristles
-- (and a) blue rubber handle
90% 10 pts

Please give us the name of a deep gorge in South Western England that sounds edible.
-- Cheddar (Gorge)

89% 20 pts

Audio Trivia #6739 What vintage children's educational series does this modern cartoon spoof?
-- Schoolhouse Rock

50% 60 pts

Audio Trivia #6755 For 60 trivia points, name the brand and model of guitar heard here.
-- Martin D28

90% 20 pts

What is the name of the song that Ham and Ex sing in the Warner Brothers short "I Haven't Got a
Hat?"
-- I Haven't Got a Hat

83% 75 pts

Visual Trivia #15: Please give us the first names of these five mice.
-- Amanda

89% 30 pts

-- Maxwell

-- Monica

-- Mudpie

-- Muzzy

According to a commercial for the Ace Hardware "Really Big Sale", in what city and state would
you find a "Really Big Frying Pan"?
-- Long Beach, Washington

85% 40 pts

Help us with this crossword puzzle. 10 across is five letters. The clue is "Wine choice". 10 down
is six letters. The clue is "blessed". Both words begin with the letter "s". Name the two words.
-- Soave (pronounced SO-AH-VAY)
-- Sacred (pronounced SA Y-CRED)

94% 15 pts

Which criminal was released by Pontius Pilate instead of Jesus?
-- Barrabas

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 7

(11:00 PM)

50% 125 pts Jen Jen is the pirate ship, Max is the captain, Buggs is the pirate dog, Carrow is the pirates parrot
and B is the lucky pirate. Please give us the only character piece missing from this list.
-- Pickel (the Pirate)
94% 10 pts

The band "The Band" didn't always play as "The Band". What was the name of the band "The
Band" used to be called before "The Band" signed with Bob Dylan as a backup band?
-- (Levon and) The Hawks OR The Canadian Squires

85% 20 pts

For 20 trivia points - For whom is Krubera Cave named? First and last name, please,
-- Alexander Kruber

33% 50 pts

Audio Trivia #6742 What epic musical trilogy is comprised of the following songs?
-- The Fishermen's Chronicles (by Primus)

90% 40 pts

For 40 points, please tell us what band was scheduled to open day two of the 13th annual
Bayfront Blues Festival in Duluth, MN.
-- Azure du Jour

81 % 100 pts

Audio Trivia #6712 Please give us the first and last name of the singer you just heard who is
never at a loss for words.
-- Jello Biafra OR Eric Boucher

11 % 30 pts

Visual Trivia #6 For what venue is this part of the seating chart?
-- The Royal Opera House (in Covent Garden, London)

14% 50 pts

Please tell us the title and author of the book Donna Korman is reading in Tommy's flashback in
the movie "Honeymoon in Vegas."
-- The Other Side of Midnight"
-- Sidney Sheldon

90% 20 pts

What historic hotel in New York was offering a martini for $10,000 with a diamond at the
bottom of the glass?
-- Algonquin Hotel

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"

86% 60 pts

13% 15 pts

Hour 8
(12:00 AM)
BASEBALL HOUR!
What was the result of Pirate Owen Wilson's last triple of the 1912 season?
-- out at home plate
(Wilson attempted to stretch the hit into an inside-the-park grand slam)
This leader of the "ABC Mutiny" later became manager of the Brooklyn Robins. Name the
Mutineer and the team name change, which didn't catch on, after he came on board as manager.
-- Max Carey, "Canaries"

47% 20 pts

One of the players Pittsburgh traded to acquire Honus Wagner later had a namesake who played
the same position for the Pirates. Name the traded player and give his nickname and position
played.
-- John O'Brien -- "Chewing Gum"
-- Second Base

46% 50 pts

Two of the outfielders scheduled to start for Pittsburgh in 1955 were replaced by Roberto
Clemente and Eddie O'Brien. One of the players replaced had a namesake who was a Pirate.
Name the player and give the number of games he played with Pittsburgh that season.
-- Earl Smith

6% 25 pts

-- Five

What l 950's Pirates coach had no Major League experience as a player?
-- Lenny Levy

74% 75 pts

What Pittsburgh draft pick later started a Boat Drag Racing team? Name the player and name his
championship boat.
-- Rick Hendrick -- "Nitro Fever"

15% 30 pts

This Pittsburgh skipper stepped down to enter an asylum from which he never emerged. Name
the manager and his record the season he was committed.
-- Horace Phillips

1% 45 pts

-- won 28 - lost 43

This Mariners manager was known for making erratic decisions from the dugout. Name the
manager and the reason why he made even more erratic decisions against the California Angels.
-- Maury Wills
-- The woman he was having an affair with was also seeing

Angels player Don Baylor at the same time
3% 20 pts

Name the first player acquired by the Seattle Mariners and the team he played with during his
career.
-- Jim Minshall -- Pittsburgh Pirates

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 9
6% 150 pts

(1:00 AM)

Visual Trivia #3 Please give us the name of this short-lived comic book hero. Hint: he didn't
have his own comic book series, but he did share space in a comic-related magazine. Good luck.
-- McQuade (from the cancelled magazine "Comic Book Collector")

90% 10 pis

Please give us the only state in the union that is an exclave of the United States.
--Alaska

93% 20 pts

What do you get when you mix sugar with CO2 (see - oh - two) at 600 pounds per square inch?
--Pop Rocks

43% 45 pts

The Westin Hotel chain has very comfortable beds. So comfortable that they claim the beds
won't let you get past page 2 in a book. In this TV commercial, what book do we see on the
floor while its reader is fast asleep?
-- Ulysses

63% 35 pts

Audio Trivia #6791 For 35 trivia points - Who is singing this song, first and last name, and from
what show is this clip taken?
-- Seth Macfarlane -- Family Guy

4% 100 pts

If you were in the 17th Annual Tri County Humane Society Companion Walk, a small map was
provided to you showing the path you were going to take, starting at Wilson Park and ending at
Wilson Park . Also on this map were 3 items you would see along the way and the number of
each of these three things you would see. Please give us these 3 items and their corresponding
numbers.
-- 32 Fire Hydrants -- 843 Squirrels -- 2317 Trees

79% 25 pis

From the very popular Wallace and Gromit movies, please give us the month and day ofGromit's
birthday.
-- February 12th

21 % 40 pts

Audio Trivia #6786 For 40 trivia points - What fairly uncommon bird is at the center of the plot
of an episode of this TV program?
-- Bee-Eater

93% 20 pis

On the campus of St. Cloud State University, one could join the ranks of the P.I.G. Rock Music
Club. Please tell us what the initials P.I.G. stand for.
-- Punk

-- Indie

-- Garage

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 10
(2:00 AM)
Audio Speed Round - First half hour On Air, Please Read: By special request, welcome to video game speed
round. The first half hour you will be treated to old school video games. You should probably wake up the old
people to help you guess these.
90% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6717 Please give us the name of this video game.
-- Pac Man

68% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6709 Please give us the name of this video game.
-- Frogger

14% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6722 Please give us the name of this video game.
-- Sinistar

54% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6703 Please give us the name of this video game.
--Arkanoid

38% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6713 Please give us the name of this video game.
-- Joust

56% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6704 Please give us the name of this video game.
-- Bubble Bobble

85% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6719 Please give us the name of this video game.
-- Popeye

8% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6702 Please give us the name of this video game.
-- Altered Beast

42% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6716 Please give us the name of this video game.
-- Moon Patrol

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 10
(2:00 AM)
Audio Speed Round - Second half hour On Air, Please Read: These are the Generation Y video games - Most
of these are on the list ofIGN's top 100 games. We only need the video game series title. We don't care if it's a
sequel.
4% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6711 Please give us the name of this video game.
-- Halo

1% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6708 Please give us the name of this video game.
--Doom

36% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6715 Please give us the name of this video game.
-- Mario Party

74% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6723 Please give us the name of this video game.
-- Sonic the Hedgehog

72% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6720 Please give us the name of this video game.
-- Resident Evil

32% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6706 Please give us the name of this video game.
-- Castlevania

0% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6727 Please give us the name of this video game.
-- Unreal Tournament

47% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6700 Please give us the name of this video game.
-- Pirates

53% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6710 Please give us the name of this video game.
-- Grim Fandango

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 11

(3:00 AM)

32% 80 pts

The animated Siegfried and Roy take Kate and the gals to Little Bavaria for a relaxing girls
weekend. For entertainment, Siegfried and Roy have booked a band. What is the name of this
band?
-- Chocolate Lightning and the Glockenspiel 5

85% 15 pts

After 43 years this power duo decided to split, the news came days before Valentine's Day, 2004.
Please give us the first names of this dynamic duo.
-- Barbie (and) Ken

51 % 20 pts

1% 40 pts

44% 20 pts

According to their brochure, what two things are not allowed at The George Ranch Historical
Park?
-- alcohol -- pets
What company sponsored the Dec. 10, 2002 St. Cloud Chamber of Commerce "Business After
Hours"?
-- Venture Allies and Granite Equity
Audio Trivia #6780 Ahoy, teams - for 20 trivia points, please name this sea shanty.
-- Blood Red Roses

1% 60 pts

The 1994 book "Latitudes & Attitudes" by Michael J. Weiss contains "what's hot" and "what's
not" lists for a variety of American cities. According to the book, what 3 TV shows were "hot" in
the Columbia-Jefferson City Missouri area? If you know it is worth 60 trivia points.
-- Major Dad

81 % 30 pts

-- Tonight Show

-- Wheel ofFortune

Audio Trivia #6793 For 30 trivia points, please give us the first and last name of this speaker.
-- Albert Einstein

83% 30 pts

Please give us the last name of the famous director responsible for Elle's admission video for
Harvard Law School in the movie "Legally Blonde".
-- Coppolla

90% 15 pts

In the TV series "Duckman," what is the name ofDuckman's business partner?
--Comfed

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 12
60% 90 pts

(4:00 AM)

For Archie Bunker's 1972 Presidential campaign, there were drinking glasses featuring Edith and
Gloria. Please tell us exactly what office titles appeared under their pictures and what their
respective campaign slogans were.
-- Edith Bunker Foist Lady - "I'm a Dingbat for Bunker"
-- Gloria For Consumer Affairs - "Build A Better Yesterday with Bunker"

85% 10 pts

The songs from ?O's supergroup "ABBA" are the basis for what musical?
--MammaMia

88% 20 pts

4% 60 pts

Tilex Tile cleaner was offering a free CD with the purchase of its cleaner. The CDs were part of
the "Life in Balance" series . What are the names of the 3 CDs that you could have gotten with
your bottle ofTilex?
-- Awakening -- Dreaming -- Energizing
Visual Trivia #4 Please give us the name of the group this design was created for.
-- Race Relations Council

10% 35 pts

Audio Trivia #6792 For 35 trivia points, please name the star of the TV show that featured this
theme. First and last name, please.
-- Leonard Rossiter (The Fall and Rise of Reginald Perrin)

0% 150 pts

The interactive telephone switchboard on display at the SPAM Museum has five recorded
messages that visitors can listen to. What are the titles of these fii e messages?
-- Embezzlement -- No Doors -- The Laundry
-- $500,000 (five hundred thousand dollars) --The Suit

74% 25 pts

Name a 5-letter word with one consonant that is pronounced the same after removing the vowels.
-- queue (pronounced q)

19% 40 pts

Audio Trivia #6778 Weren't the 60s great? For 40 trivia points who is this deep thinker?
-- Donovan

78% 15 pts

"Donnie Brasco - My Undercover Life in the Mafia" was the inspiration for what TV series?
-- Falcone

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 13
4% 100 pts

(5:00 AM)

Audio Trivia #6725 Please give us the English translation to this Native American dialect
which was taken from a 2003 movie.
-- You are the Iifestealer, You are evil, You smell bad, You smell of bear poop (or poo ), You are
many moons old and ugly

89% 15 pts

What was the original name of Post Toasties?
-- Elijah's Manna

82% 20 pts

In the last decade, what was promoted as "changing the face of money"?
-- {The new) golden dollar OR the Sacajawea dollar

42% 40 pts

Audio Trivia #6785 For 40 trivia points, who is performing this slightly less popular version of
a classic rock song? First and last name, please.
-- Scott Chapin

83% 35 pts

What did cartoonist Gary Larson do on his way to a 1978 job interview at the Seattle Humane
Society that was newsworthy?
-- Ran over a dog

7% I 00 pts

Television character Petey Pitt created his own drink, the Petey Colada. What are the four
ingredients of the Petey Colada?
-- Chocolate milk -- chocolate syrup
-- whipped cream -- (a log of) cookie dough

25% 35 pts

According to the 2004 Consumer Reports Buying Guide, what was the eighth highest rated
"Average sized gas grill"?
-- Fiesta Optima

50% 40 pts

Berkeley Gray, Pseudonym of Edward Searles Brooks, wrote a number of pulp novels dealing
with a character called Norman Conquest. Please tell us what number Norman wrote on the
foreheads of the crooks he just vanquished.
-- 1066

74% 20 pts

You buy a plant, you feed and water it properly and it grows a little the first year. The second
year it grows up and decides to flower. Just when you thought you had this plant business
figured out, the plant dies. What botanical term best describes your dead plant?
-- biennial
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Hour 14

(6:00 AM)

90% 75 pts

Did you get caught up in the Ashton-Drake Galleries "Mrs. Beasley" doll craze in 2001? If you
did, you'll easily be able to finish this phrase that the doll could speak: "I do think you're the
nicest little ... "
-- " ... friend I ever had."

86% 15 pts

What was the name of the hurricane that was part of the "Perfect Storm?"
-- Grace

90% 20 pts

What is the name of the seahorse that Aquaman rides in the 1970 cartoon series?
-- Storm

63% 50 pts

Audio Trivia #6758 For 50 trivia points - if you take away the last word from the title of this
song and replace it with the last word of the title of a Teri Garr short film, you get the name of a
1970s top 40 hit. Please give us the first and last name of the artist who performed that 70s song.
-- Larry Groce
(Junk Food Jump- Jump+ Junkie [from Java Junkie]=
Junk Food Junkie, a 1976 hit by Mr. Larry Groce)

83% 25 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the person whose hat is used as the sorting hat in the
Harry Potter books.
-- Godric Gryffindor

67% 75 pts

Audio Trivia #6795 For 75 trivia points, please give us the name of this game show.
-- It Pays To Be Ignorant

51 % 30 pts

In a commercial for Jimmy Dean breakfast sandwiches, we see a new version of a classic game.
According to the commercial, what can run fourteen miles an hour without shoes?
-- A Squirrel

0% 50 pts

The summer 2005 menu for Brooklyn Park's "50's Grill" listed Dinner Blue Plate Specials
(served after 4:30pm of course). What special was listed for Tuesday evenings?
-- Hand-Carved Natural Roast Turkey Dinner with Dressing

90% 20 pts

From what school did the children who provided the young voices in Pink Floyd's "Another
Brick in The Wall" hail from?
-- Islington Green School
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Hour 15

3% 125 pts

(7:00 AM)

Please give us the name of the ballad Olive Woolley Burt published that explains the
disappearance of Theodosia Burr Alson on the high seas back in the year 1813.
-- "The Sailor's Confession"

90% 15 pts

What is the fear of falling man made satellites?
-- Keraunothnetophobia

44% 20 pts

What was the toast that Paul Brown made to Abigail at the gala anniversary held at the National
Archives?
-- "Here's to Treason"

50% 45 pts

What is the name of the wildlife management area located directly north east of Little Falls
Minnesota?
-- Ereaux Wildlife Management Area

44% 20 pts

Visual Trivia #16: What type of animal is this Neopet petpet?

--Zomutt
11 % 85 pts

For 85 trivia points - In the Spring of 1991 what show was on the air Sundays from 6 to 7 PM at
radio station WYMS in Milwaukee?
-- Folk Music with Mike Yuhas

89% 35 pts

Audio Trivia #6764 For 35 trivia points - name the two people who developed the Aqualung?
First and last names, please.

-- Emile Gagnan
29% 40 pts

-- Jacques Cousteau

Audio Trivia #6782 What city and state is this band from?

-- Springfield, Missouri
68% 20 pts

What are the call letters of the radio station that signed off at 11 :30 Christmas Eve in "Bedtime
for Sniffles"?
--KFWB
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Hour 16
4% 75 pts

69% 15 pts

(8:00 AM)

What is the name of the Mexican Sushi restaurant where television character Tom met his future
wife Susan Kelly?
--Taco Saki
This Snowflake was white, appeared on the cover of National Geographic magazine in the
1960's and managed to stay alive until 2003 . What was he?
-- gorilla

72% 20 pts

Audio Trivia #6743 Please give us the first and last name of the actor who voiced these lines.
-- Richard Baseheart

0% 55 pts

Please tell us what member of the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet received the Distinguished
Humanitarian award from the New Ulm Area Catholic Schools on May 23rd, 2004. First and
last name, please.
-- (Sister) Mary Heinen

49% 30 pts

Television character Alex Young starred in a fictional movie that she was embarrassed about.
She was so embarrassed about this flick, she bought every copy of the movie except one that the
Director of the film owned. What is the name of this fictional film?
-- All about Evil

86% 60 pts

From the comic strip "Ziggy," there is a sign that states "Joe's Diner - Hero Sandwich $4.95."
Please tell us the name of the other sandwich listed.
-- Innocent Bystander Sandwich

81 % 30 pts

What business claims to be Central Ohio's first exclusive soy retailer?
-- Joy of Soy Market

36% 50 pts

Please give us the last names of the members of the 2001 Old Spice Athletes of the Year
Selection Team.
-- Elway (John) -- Hill (Grant) -- Johnson (Michael)
-- Lindros (Eric) -- Maddux (Greg)

75% 20 pts

What is the most popular model of Plymouth on the current christian rock music charts?
-- Relient K

T2006- "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 17
0% 100 pts

(9:00 AM)

Audio Trivia #6769 For 100 trivia points, who is this guy, first and last name, and what is the
occasion which brings him to speak to this crowd?
-- Klaus Kinski
-- The "I am Jesus" stage tour (accept play, one-man show or anything similar to stage tour)

82% 15 pts

In 2005, many folks fromthe mental health community protested the introduction of this strait
jacket wearing Vermont Teddy Bear, forcing the company to discontinue it and send the prices
for it skyrocketing on Ebay. What is the name of this bear?
-- Crazy For You (Bear)

71% 20 pts

Do you have a clew? If you do, what activity would you most likely be engaged in?
-- sewing OR knitting

51% 50 pts

Visual Trivia #17: This is an American memorial dedicated to those who wait on dry land for
those who have chosen to make their lives at sea. Please give us the name of this memorial and
the city and state it is located in.
-- (Gloucester) Fisherman's Wives Memorial
-- Gloucester, Massachusetts

46% 30 pts

Please give us the first and last names of the 2001 Information Assistant for the U.S. Forest
Service's Gunflint Ranger District office.
-- Donna Hart

88% 75 pts

What music publishing company published the sheet music for the song "Tulip Time" from
Ziegfeld Follies of 1919?
--TB Harms & Francis, Day & Hunter

50% 30 pts

0% 50 pts

88% 15 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the first black in the US Navy to receive the Medal of
Honor.
-- Robert Blake
According to their brochure, what public recreation area once promoted "where weather is never
a factor!"?
-- Family Land's Bay of Dreams
"The Deputy" was set in what territory?
--Arizona
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Hour 18

(10:00 AM)

21 % 60 pts

Audio Trivia #6765 For 60 trivia points, who is the religious figure behind this hip preacher?
First and last name, please.
-- (Pastor) John Rydgren

78% 15 pts

What is the name of Eliza Thomberry's best friend?
-- Darwin

85% 20 pts

3% 50 pts

The sextant is an instrument that is used by sailors to help plot a course. An astronomer decided
to name a constellation after this tool. What is the name of the constellation and who named it?
First and last name, please.
-- Sextanus -- Johannes Hevelius
What was the motto of the short-lived local professional wrestler "The Constrictor"?
-- "Feel the Fang"

0% 40 pts

What dealership was featured in the Dealer Profile of the Spring 2005 edition of the Polaris Sales
magazine "Escape!"?
-- Kurt's Polaris

38% 75 pts

Located along the Lake Wobegon Trails "Memoryville", you will find what hotel's famous sign?
-- "Box Car Willie Motel"

24% 25 pts

Multiply the US patent number of a dimple producing device invented by a guy with the initials
M .G. times the year that the temperature in Portugal reached over 150 degrees. What is your
answer?
-- 1092124099 (560,351 X 1949)

~:% 40 pts

According to a Home Depot commercial, what is the most exciting thing to do in the Town of
Flatwoods?
·
-- watch paint dry

85% 15 pts

This mythical sea serpent is spread out over an area of 1302.844 square degrees and is made up
of 60 stars that are visible to the naked eye. What is the name of this constellation?
-- hydra
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Hour 19

85% 65 pts

(11:00 AM)

For 65 trivia points, name the monk who converted many of the German tribes to Christianity
with the help of women from monasteries.
-- Wynfrith or Boniface (either acceptable)

33% 15 pts

According to a People magazine article, what does former CHiPs star Erik Estrada wear in a
locket around his neck?
-- (A piece of) his first son's umbilical cord

69% 20pts

What was the name of the ship that Titan collided with in the short story "Futility?"
--Royal Age

83% 40 pts

Audio Trivia #6775 For 40 trivia points - Name this band.

-- Fisher
69% 30 pts

What act was scheduled to perform on January 6, 2006 at Benton Station in Sauk Rapids, MN?
-- Darrin Rosha

46% 70 pts

In the film "A Mighty Wind", Mickey's husband is watching TV in their hotel room before the
reunion concert. What show is he watching?
-- the Powerpuff Girls

83% 20 pts

Audio Trivia #6749 Give the name and rank of this pirate wanna-be.

-- Vice Admiral Dean Winslow
3% 50 pts

From the comic strip "Pearls before Swine," what was the name of Pig's pet fruit fly?
-- Cubby

89% 20 pts

What was the one bird Atticus Finch allowed his children to shoot in the book "To Kill A
Mockingbird"?
-- Bluejay

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 20
(noon)
Speed Round - First half hour
ON AIR PLEASE READ: The first half hour is all about the ship. Please tell us the name of the ship from each
of the following clues.
88% 20 pts

Fictonal; Marko Ramius.
-- Red October

81 % 20 pts

Fictional; Stormalong.
-- Courser

14% 20 pts

Fictional; Captain Kangaroo.
-- (SS) Treasure House

65% 20 pts

Fictional: Captain Courageous.
-- We're Here

83% 20 pts

Fictional; Captain Queeg.
-- USS CAINE

14% 20 pts

Fictional; Joe Fox.
-- Fox II

60% 20 pts

Real; Ernest Linndeman.
-- Bismarck

89% 20 pts

Fictional; Captain Corcoran.
-- (HMS) Pinafore

89% 20 pts

Real; Christopher Jones.
-- Mayflower
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Hour 20
(12:00 PM)
Speed Round- Second half hour
ON AIR PLEASE READ: The second half hour is all about the captain. Please give us the name of the captain
based on the following clues.

90% 20 pts

Real, Queen Anne's Revenge.
-- Edward Teach OR Blackbeard

89% 20 pts

Fictional, HMS Surprise.
-- Jack Aubrey

90% 20 pts

Fictional, Pequod.
-- (Captain) Ahab

92% 20 pts

Fictional, USS StingRay.
--Tom or Thomas Dodge

88% 20 pts

Fictional, Yellow Submarine.
-- (Captain) Fred

47% 20 pts

Fictional, St Vitus Dance.
-- Sonny Crockett

93% 20 pts

Real, HMS Bounty.
-- William Bligh

92% 20 pts

Fictional, Nautilus.
-- (Captain) Nemo

78% 20 pts

Fictional, Altair.
-- Will Stone
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Hour 21
46% 60 pts

(1:00 PM)

In May of 1984 it was stepped upon in Fairbanks, Alaska but now lays in Fox, Alaska. What
item are we referring to? As long as you get that figured out, tell us the first and last names of
the two famous people who stepped on it.
-- The red carpet -- Pope John Paul II -- Ronald Reagan
(stepped on during their visit to Fairbanks, Alaska. It now lays on the stage at the Howling Dog
Saloon in Fox, Alaska)

54% 15 pts

What was the name of the radio actor that played a news boy who would shout the headlines of
the latest victory that Green Hornet had on crime?
-- Rolon (Rollon) Parker

74% 20 pts

When referring to band names, please give us the next word the following list has in common:
Crowded, Fire, Ice, Life.
-- House

0% 50 pts

Atom Ant gave a case number for the defeat of Dr. Crankenshaft and his Glob. What was that
case number?
-- 60743

3% 30 pts

The T-Mobile NOW! Holidays 2005 publication featured one couragous employee. Please give
us his first and last name.
-- Louis White

60% 60 pts

Maps and birds, what a great combination. The map side of the 2003 Audubon Great River
Birding Trail Map Section 5 of 15 pictured four different birds. What four birds where pictured?
-- Red-bellied Woodpecker -- (group of) Bald Eagle(s)
-- Immature Bald Eagle -- Willet

51 % 40 pts

In 1992, who was the Deputy Director of the Indiana Department of Natural Resources? First
and last name, please.
-- John Costello

10% 40 pts

Audio Trivia #6772 For 40 trivia points - Name this man.
-- J.R.R. Tolkien

76% 20 pts

As of 1999, what was the only surviving Navy warship that served in both World Wars?
-- Battleship Texas BB-35
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Hour 22
64% 75 pts

(2:00 PM)

Audio Trivia #6730 Before becoming a space pirate, what was this man's job?
--Time Agent (from Doctor Who)

86% 10 pts

What did pirate ships do when Puff roared out his name?
-- Lower their flags

72% 20 pts

Numerically speaking, what is the next Jetter in the following sequence: "T, E, T, T, F, F, S, S .. . "
-- E (for eighteen)

3% 50 pts

42% 40 pts

8% 75 pts

11 % 35 pts

Go-Gurt Portable Yogurt recently featured Scooby-Doo mysterys on every tube. What was the
exact name of Case # 1?
-- Amusement Park Thrills & Chills

Visual Trivia #12 Please identify the material of#8, as defined in the November 2005 "This Old
House" magazine.
-- Non-ozone-depleting polyurethane foam
According to Gavin Stone, reporter for fictional television station WWEN, what is Miami's
worst ice cream flavor?
-- pesto
In the TV series "Deep Space Nine," an episode is set with Ben Sisko dreaming that he is Benny
Russell who writes short stories. During the episode there is mention of a paper that was for the
black community. Please give us the name of the newspaper.
--Amsterdam News

79% 40 pts

In 2001, if you were 13 years of age, what MUST you have had to legally operate a Personal
Watercraft in Minnesota?
-- Someone at least 21 on board OR a watercraft operator's permit and be in visual supervision by
someone at least 21

83% 20 pts

When he was sworn in as mayor of Mercer, Pennsylvania in January 2002, what was Christopher
Portman's annual mayoral salary? Please express your answer in dollars.
-- $1875 (one thousand eight hundred seventy five)
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15% 60 pts

(3:00 PM)

In the TV Guide Channel episode of FANity that featured Las Vegas, what was Set Secret #4?
-- Colored Water & Plastic Ice

81 % 10 pts

Winona, Minnesota has chosen a name for its museum that will soon be housing the William A.
Thompson dredge. Please give us that name now.
-- Minnesota Marine Art Museum

68% 20 pts

Two cities united in name and land area in the 1870's to help form· the Capital city of what
European country?
-- Hungary

88% 55 pts

Cartoonist George McManus frequently mentioned a particular food dish in one of his comic
strips. Name the dish.
-- Corned Beef and Cabbage

88% 30 pts

What is the full name of thin purple badnik in the world of Strawberry Shortcake?
-- Peculiar Purple Pieman

56% 65 pts

Audio Trivia #6733 Name the 1980 film for which this song was written and the 2003 film in
which it resurfaced.
-- Popeye -- Punch Drunk Love

50% 25 pts

The "Rockwell's Complete Book of Roses", published in 1958, lists Rose Display Gardens
across the country. Two gardens are listed in Connecticut. Name these gardens and the cities
where they could be found.
-- Elizabeth Park, Hartford . -- Norwich Memorial Rose Garden, Norwich

1% 50 pts

What person and foundation donated Como Zoo's first Greater Kudu Antelope?
-- Donna Pearson (and) The Deluxe Foundation

81 % 10 pts

Which Canadian city stands at the entrance to the St. Lawrence Seaway?
-- Montreal
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Hour 24

29% 125 pts

(4:00 PM)

Audio Trivia #6721 Please tell us where Joey found the Shamitofffruit and cream bars.

-- (the) broccoli box
92% 10 pts

This popular New York Club has the lesser known initials "OMFUG" trailing its more popular
name. What club are we referring to?
--CBGB's

24% 20 pts

Please tell us what forms in oceans when air temperatures are cold and salinity of surface waters
are relatively high.
-- deep water

38% 50 pts

Who once said" I had my own party at home, and when James Coburn won, I just muted the
sound and gave my own speech." First and last name, please.
-- Bill Murray

78% 30 pts

#1 is between Nihau and Kauai, #2 is between Kauai and Oahu, #3 is between Oahu and
Molokai. Please give us #1, #2 and #3 .
-- (# 1) Kaulakahi Channel

0% 80 pts

-- (#2) Kauai Channel

-- (#3) Kaiwi Channel

Please give us the first and last name of the proprietor of the Merchant's Hotel in Hutchinson,
MN in 1887. If you know, it is worth 80 trivia points.
-- Sam Minton

1% 30 pts

In 1863, how much did Stephen Gardner pay for what is known as the Gardner Flour Mill?
-- $27,000 (twenty seven thousand dollars)

14% 50 pts

Visual Trivia #14 : Please give us the full name of the product this was an advertisement for.

-- Crane's Life Savers
69% 10 pts

Please give us the short title of the paper Rafael Rob and Joel Waldfogel wrote that reflects this
years theme.

-- Piracy on the High C's
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Hour 25
19% 75 pts

(5:00 PM)

Audio Trivia #6752 For 75 trivia points - we are looking for a very specific differentiation
between these two clips. What is the difference we are looking for?
-- one is from the 1966 TV season and the other is from the 1967 TV season

85% 10 pts

What legendary band gathers no moss?
-- The Rolling Stones

76% 20 pts

Please give us the name of the Society for Creative Anachronisms St. Cloud, Minnesota chapter.
-- Shire of Rockhaven

10 % 50 pts

Back in 1954, a new National League team record was added to the Major League Baseball
record books and went uncontested for almost 12 years. Please give us that record now.
-- Most runs scored in 11th inning (since 1900)

42% 30 pts

In the movie "Reservoir Dogs," when Nice Guy Eddie is telling the Elois story, 2 police-themed
TV shows were named. What were they?
-- "Get Christie Love"

4% 75 pts

On TV's "That 80's Show", Sophia claims to have won three pageants. What are the names of
these 3 pageants?
-- Miss Teen San Diego

89% 30 pts

-- "Honey West"

-- Miss Coppertone

-- Miss Preteen Tijuana

For what family was the July 26, 1999 U.S. News & World Report speaking of with the headline:
"For this family, a funeral for every wedding"
-- (The) Kennedys

72% 45 pts

Please tell us the first and last names of the two advertised featured tellers at the Roswell
Magnolia Storytelling Festival in 2003 .
-- David Holt(&) Bill Mooney

81 % 15 pts

Anne and Mary were 2 female pirates that helped Jack terrorize the Caribbean. Please give us
Jack's first and last name and his nickname.
-- Jack Rackam, Calico Jack
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Hour 26

(6:00 PM)

19% 80 pts

For 80 trivia points, what musical act played at Tramps in New Y oi-k City on the evening of
November 15, 1990?
-- Kate and Anna McGarrigle

78% 10 pts

When I am full in the winter, people call me Wolf. In the summer, they call me Buck. What am
I?
-- (the) moon

86% 20 pts

We hear all about the life of Kate Winslet in an American Express commercial. During this
commercial we see Kate pick up a novel. What is the name of the novel she has in her hands?
Please give us the title and author.
-- Sense and Sensibility

71 % 50 pts

-- Jane Austin

In an episode of "Doctor Who", space ships disguised as sailing ships race thru space to win "The
Prize." The Doctor's TARDIS materialized on a ship that looked like an early 20th century
sailing vessel . What was the name of this vessel?
-- SS Shadow

72% 30 pts

In literature, where did Bowleg Bill hail from?
-- Laramie (County, Wyoming)

89% 100 pts

Audio Trivia #6726 This clip was taken from a 1949 movie all about the tobacco industry in the
United States. Please tell what this sixth sense was.
-- (the sense of) science

72% 25 pts

What film is a musical biography of composer Richard Wagner?
-- Magic Fire

38% 50 pts

Professional wrestler Ashley Adams sometimes wrestles under a different name. What is it?
-- Lisa [Also acceptable: Lovely Lisa, The Lovely Lisa]

89% 15 pts

The Talking Heads could have drawn their own cover art because a trio of them chose this school

before embarking on a musical career. What school was it?
-- Rhode Island School of Design
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81 % 100 pts

(7:00 PM)

Oliver Beene and his friends attend the fictional television show Romp-o-Rama, hosted by
ringmaster Bob. A prize on the show is a car featuring a working horn, a supercharged 9 volt
battery, a trunk big enough for 2 kites and a Mr. Potato Head and can accelerate from 0-7 miler
per hour in under one minute. Name the model of this car.
-- Thunderbird Junior

60% 10 pts

86% 20 pts

The Four Seasons said it was late December back in '63, but in what year did their song really
come out?
-- 1975
Please give us the first and last name of the performer whose bio mentions "quick wit, machinegun talking Southern drawl and improvised rock-n-roll ... "

-- Jen Kober
78% 40 pts

October 2004 saw the introduction of a mainline black character in the world's longest running
comic. Name the comic and the new character.
-- "The Dandy", Dreadlock Holmes

76% 40 pts

0% 100 pts

What companies Great Lakes ships are identified by an I-beam illustration on their smoke stacks?
-- Bethlehem Steel (Great Lakes Steamship Division)

Audio Trivia #6784 For 100 trivia points name the three artists on this recording.
-- Alabama Troubadours

90% 30 pts

-- Ancient City Quartet

-- Dudley Heins

What was the punch line of the first published Peanuts comic strip?
-- "How I hate him!"

67% 40 pts

Audio Trivia #6763 For 40 trivia points, name this seafaring group of blokes.
-- The Pogues

92% 10 pts

"There's plenty of room at the bottom" was a talk put on in 1959 that dealt with what subject?
-- nanotechnology
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Hour 28
32% 65 pts

(8:00 PM)

Audio Trivia #6783 For 65 trivia points, this is from a radio ad for what product - be specific.
-- The album Badfinger by the band Badfinger

92% 10 pts

Throughout the ages, Sunday has been a day of avalanches, explosions, killing sprees, massacres,
murders, revolutions and other bad happenings. Because of this, what nickname has been given
to "our day of rest"?
-- Bloody Sunday or Black Sunday

61 % 20 pts

In the TV series, "BL Stryker," what make of car does Stryker drive?
-- Cadillac

63% 40 pts

If you know the type, there are 177 of these written throughout the states, from Alabama to
Wyoming. Sometimes you include a sixth, then there are 183. What are we referring to?
-- vowels

50% 30 pts

What is the name of the Basketball Hall of Fame Mascot?
--Sam Dunk

4% 60 pts

The Official 200 I Visitors Guide for Minnesota & Central Lakes Area included a list of" IO Fun
Things To Do In The Area" . What exactly was item number four?
-- "Check out the breathtaking windows at St. John's University Abbey"

I% 40 pts

Visual Trivia #11 What company is this a print advertisement for?
-- Hogan Assessment Systems

14% 40 pts

Audio Trivia #6750 Name the cranky actor refusing to read these lines. First and last name,
please.
--Tom Baker

86% 15 pts

In 1790, what American port city was called the "Venice of the New World"?
-- Salem (MA)
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Hour 29
17% 75 pts

(9:00 PM)

What Minnesota historical marker includes the phrase "this river crossing was the ford used in
the 1850's by the Red River ox carts of the Hudson's Bay Company"?
-- Waite's Crossing

88% 10 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the radio personality who singlehandedly helped Sirius
Satellite Radio increase its paid listening audience from 600,000 to well over 3 million.
-- Howard Stem

89% 20 pts

Audio Trivia #6732 What legendary figure from the depths once enjoyed this theme song?
-- Godzilla

25% 40 pts

Edith Pargeter had a novel adapted for an American television program in the mid 60's. Please
give us the name of the novel and the television program it was adapted for.
-- "Death and the Joyful Woman"

83% 25 pts

3% 75 pts

-- "Alfred Hitchcock Presents"

Of what country's people has it been said are probably the most educated people on the planet,
with a 99.9 percent literacy rate, and nearly one in ten ending up writing a book during their
lifetime.
-- Iceland

Audio Trivia #6701 Please give us the next line Mohammed Ali says during this staged phone
conversation.
-- "When I'm finished with your head, you going to need some Vitalis"

75% 35 pts

0% 40 pts

Before heading to Transylvania, Jonathan Harker visited what depository of knowledge to study
up on his destination?
-- British Museum
In the early 1990's, Tom Dickson told us of"ten ways the DNR protects the environment."
Please tell us ways number two and nine.
-- (#2) Prairie Protection

79% 15 pts

-- (#9) Land Acquisition

Back in 1989, Faith No More put themselves on the PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals) radar for showing this in their "EPIC" video. What was it?
-- fish (out of water)
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Hour 30

43% 75 pts

(10:00 PM)

Visual Trivia #1 Please tell us what occupation these 18 people have in common.

-- cabbies OR cab drivers
89% IO pts

Starting in 2006, Apple will be putting what companies processor in their computers?
-- Intel

79% 20 pts

From the cartoon "Spongebob Squarepants", how much money did Eugene Krab take from the
Flying Dutchman in trade for SpongeBob's soul?
-- 62 cents

68% 55 pts

What dance was banned in the City of Hibbing, Minnesota in February of 1922?
-- "the Shimmy"

78% 40 pts

Visual Trivia #1 Please tell us what board game these 18 people took a personal interest in this
past summer.
--Monopoly

79% 75 pts

Audio Trivia #6760 For 75 trivia points, please give us the artist and the name of this sea shanty.
-- Robert Shaw Chorale -- The Drummer and the Cook

29% 30 pts

Jackson Hewitt Tax Service offered a special gift you could receive upon the completion of your
tax return. You had to hurry, though, as the promotion ended April 15, 2005. What would you
have received?
-- Pete Weber bobblehead

15% 40 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the person the June/July 2002 issue of Muse declared "an
artist for all seasons."
-- Bela Petheo

79% 20 pts

What is the title of the fictional show billed as a "Mexican soap opera for people with 3 weeks of
Spanish in 4th grade"?
-- Que hora es?
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38% 75 pts

(11:00 PM)

Audio Trivia #6761 Get your bird-calling friends to come to the radio and tell them that it is
worth 75 points if they can identify this bird.
-- Spotted Sandpiper

76% 10 pts

In math, the Jetter "i" represents what group of numbers?
-- imaginary

53% 20 pts

Audio Trivia #6745 Who is this man talking to, and subsequently threatening? First and last
name, please.
-- Riley Freeman

8% 50 pts

Nature Hamster wants to know if you know the name of the team that was mentioned twice in
the Shake A Hamster song "Trivia As We Know It". If you do, call in to the phone bank, tell
them and your reward will be 50 points.
-- Captain Pink (and the 47 Club)

79% 25 pts

Give us the British actress that starred in Adam Ants video "Goody Two Shoes." First and last
name, please.
-- Caroline Munro

86% 60 pts

Bob Vlasic's book, "101 Pickle Jokes" is a laugh riot. What is the joke and punch line that
appears on the book's cover?
-- Who's the toughest pickle in Dodge City?

36% 30 pts

-- Marshall Dill

What culinary delight does the french chef in the movie "Passport to Paris" love to eat?
-- McDonald's hamburgers and fries

3% 40 pts

A vintage Hudson's Bay Company ad carried the tagline "there's more to a jelly bean than meets
the mouth!" which referred to three product versions of the jelly bean available at their store.
The first was candy. What were the other two?
-- Jacket

78% 20 pts

-- Shoes

What honor was bestowed upon Omar Wasow on November 13, 2000?
-- (People Magazine) "Sexiest Internet Executive"
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13% 60 pts

(12:00 AM)

If you follow the instructions in the "Crazy Bones Play The Craze" Official Handbook and
Sticker Collecting Guide, what is rule #2 when playing "Battle"?

-- The second player does the same at a distance of 2 feet from the other player.
79% 10 pts

The sentence "Now then, its old news I love jumbo shrimp" contains multiple instances of what?
-- oxymoron(s)

56% 20 pts

According to Avis, the world's largest walnut is 15 feet high. According to the sign, in what year
was the walnut erected?
-- 1963

86% 50 pts

Audio Trivia #6754 For 50 trivia points, what is the next sentence in this clip?
-- "You thought I was gonna to say son of a bitch didn't ya?"

79% 25 pts

Audio Trivia #6737 Name this cranky actor refusing to read his lines. First and last name,
please.
-- Orson Welles

65% 75 pts

Please tell us the theme of Marshall Field's 40th Annual Animated Holiday Display.
-- Paddington Bear and the Christmas Surprise

17% 35 pts

If A were l point, B were 2 points, C were 3 points and so on, please tell us the name of the
Golden Raspberry Award winning worst actress worth the most points. Also, tell us how many
points she is worth. The Spice Girls won a Golden Raspberry, but they are excluded from this
question.
-- Britney Spears -- 171

36% 40 pts

If you are the type of person who doesn't like comic book superhero sidekicks, 1988 was a good
year for you. Please give us the phone number you would have called to cast a vote for Robin to
die. Only 50 cents a call. Sorry, no partials.

-- l 900 720-2666
79% 15 pts

Based out of King Harbor, California, Pier 56 Investigations will solve any case you give them.
What is Pier 56 Investigations better known as in TV land?
-- Riptide Investigations OR Riptide Detective Agency
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(1:00 AM)

1% 200 pts

Audio Trivia #6796 For 200 trivia points, please give us the first and last name of this
Minneapolis artist.
-- Greg Allen

33% 10 pts

When dealing in binary logic, what value would Spandau Ballet always choose?
--TRUE

78% 20 pts

Audio Trivia #6718 Please give us the name of this spokespuck.
-- Peter Puck

11 % 45 pts

Brian Miller' s first vehicle was a 1981 full size van that his father Bill bought for him. What
mythical figure was painted on the side of the van?
-- Icarus

54% 40 pts

Three hair salon employees have been proud to share their Grand Casino story with us over the
last few months. Please give us their first names.
-- Sara

33% 65 pts

-- Renee

-- Nicole

Please give us the first and last name of the House Magician at Huber's : Portland's Oldest Bar &
Restaurant, in August of 2002.
-- Patrick Lorenz

1% 40 pts

On what product label would you find the phrase "Don't like wrinkles ... Then break out the warm
iron, .... Or call mom."
-- Yo Rebel sheet set

0% 45 pts

What made its first big sports event appearance at a Bass Masters Classic in Greenboro, NC?
-- "Challenger" the bald eagle

24% 20 pts

In 2001, what organization bestowed the following honor: "In recognition of your support of this
nonprofit scientific and educational organization ... "?
-- National Geographic Society
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4% 175 pts

(2:00 AM)

Audio Trivia #6797 For 175 trivia points, James Murray, the singer you just heard, was the
national soloist for what organization?
-- National Alliance of Postal Employees

60% 15 pts

Who designed the sleeve for Genesis CD "Tum it On Again - The Hits?"
-- Wherefore Art?

68% 20 pts

Visual Trivia #2 Please tell us what ficticious plot ofland lies beneath the X.
-- Gilligan's Island

63% 45 pts

Pecos Bill had the West, Paul Bunyan the North Woods, so who, with the initials ABS, had the
seas?
-- Alfred Bulltop Stormalong

71 % 30 pts

Maybe they should hire Homer Simpson instead of these 2 guys who are arguing about BLTs.
According to the Nextel commercial, what is the number of the valve that needs attention in
order to prevent certain disaster?
-- 347

21 % 100 pts

Audio Trivia #6774 For 100 trivia points - what mechanical device is operating in this scratchy
old recording and who invented it? First and last name, please.
-- Talking Clock

58% 25 pts

-- Frank Lambert

Back in the year 2000, Florian and Marshall contributed on this controversial song that crossed
over onto multiple Billboard charts. Please give us the name of that song.
-- Stan

3% 45 pts

In 1977, what group would have entertained you regularly in Burlington, Colorado?

-- Gold Nugget Brass Band (do not accept Golden Eagle Brass Band - that name adopted in 1991)
82% 15 pts

What song serves as the ring tone for television character Marni Fliss?
-- Mahna Mahna
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1% 75 pts

(3:00 AM)

What did Henry Ford the second say to himself every morning while looking in a mirror?
-- "I am king and the king can do no wrong."

83% 10 pts

According to the Chinese zodiac, what sign are you if you were born right now?
--Dog

68% 20 pts

Trip, away, not girl. These cryptic words give you a clue to a band currently on the pop charts.
Please give us their name now.
-- Fall Out Boy

24% 50 pts

What name did television character Doctor Mike Burton use on his fake I.D.?
-- Benjamin Horowitz

3% 35 pts

Audio Trivia #6771 For 35 trivia points, we want to know where did this guy go to college?
-- Detroit Bible College

65% 100 pts

Audio Trivia #6734 Name this woman, and whose mother is she? First and last name for both,
please.
-- Joan Schultz -- Fred Schultz

100% 30 pts

(T.O. had lssef, not lssel) Here's half the answer: Adelman, Issel, Karl, Lowe. Now you tell us
what NBA team originally drafted these one time NBA coaches?
-- Rockets (Adelman) -- Pistons (Issel)
-- Knicks (Karl) -- Bulls (Lowe)

1% 35 pts

49% 20 pts

The Ollie & Friends Italian Adventures menu, published in 2004, included a word find that
featured seven great Italian artists. Please give us the last names of the artists as outlined on the
menu.
-- Bernini -- Botticelli -- Caravaggio
-- Da Vinci -- Donatello -- Raphael -- Pisano
Small screen character John Herrick works for the Wellington Towing Company. What is the
name of John's boat?
-- Cheryl Ann
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(4:00 AM)

1% 100 pts

What is the first name of the person who accidently shot Dick Tracy in the head thinking it was
Morin Plenty?
-- Carduey

72% 10 pts

Huey sued Ray over what sounded too much like Huey, but Ray later sued Huey because Huey
wasn't supposed to tell anyone that Ray sounded too much like Huey. What two songs are at the
center of all these lawsuits?
-- Ghostbusters

78% 20 pts

-- I Want A New Drug

Audio Trivia #6746 Name this pirate wanna-be.
-- Sloth (from the Goonies)

68% 40 pts

Audio Trivia #6787 For 40 trivia points name this TV show' s two pigs.
-- Pinky

57% 30 pts

-- Perky

Michigan University had the Gargoyle. Cornell had the Widow. Columbia has the Jester. What
did DePauw University have?
-- Yellow Crab (It was the college humor magazine)

46% 65 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the player who was on screen when Howard Cosell
announced the death of John Lennon.
-- Jon Smith

15% 30 pts

Please tell us the first and last names of the two people memorialized in Pine Grove Park in Little
Falls, MN.
-- Milton (M) Williams -- Florence (Bennett) Williams

38% 45 pts

Visual Trivia #5 Please give us this persons first and last name.
-- Eliot Spitzer

78% 20 pts

Wonder Woman is a native of what city?
--Themyscyra OR Paradise Island
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88% 60 pts

The AICP A and Ajilon Finance inducted three new members into the Business and Industry Hall
of Fame on October 28, 2005 . Please give us the inductees first and last names.
-- Clark Blackman (II)

51 % 15 pts

(5:00 AM)

-- Ralph Kauten

-- Jean Trainor

For 15 points, please give us the name of the KVSC Trivia Voyage Crew Captain whose
occupation is Sea Voyage Security. Spelling it for the phone bank would be most helpful.
-- Elgfrothi

78% 20 pts

Within $10 million, please give us the largest sum of money Ross Perot lost on the stock market
in a single day in the 1970s.
-- $450 million

60% 45 pts

Audio Trivia #6777 For 45 trivia points, name the woman speaking here. First and last name,
please.
-- Emma Thompson

71 % 25 pts

On October 20, 2004 Daffy Duck accepted his nomination to represent what party for the
Presidential Election?
-- Looney Toons Party

8% 100 pts

In one episode of the short lived series "The Stones", we meet Seamus O'Malley, an Irish man
that Karly Stone met while in Ireland. According to Seamus, he has waited his entire life to hear
5 perfect words. What phrase contains the 5 perfect words?
-- "Seamus O'Malley come on down"

85% 30 pts

Please tell us what instrument Emmylou Harris played in her high school marching band.
-- alto saxophone

88% 40 pts

Audio Trivia #6759 For 40 trivia points please give us this song and the first and last name of
the artist.
-- The Elements -- Tom Lehrer

64% 20 pts

Other than another diamond, which substance is hard enough to scratch a diamond?
-- borazon
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81 % 60 pts

(6:00 AM)

Who was St. Paul's Superintendent of Parks from 1891 to 1922? First and last name, please.
-- Frederick Nussbaumer

64% 15 pts

Audio Trivia #6731 If this were you, what would you be reading?

-- Down and Out in the Magic Kingdom
83% 20 pts

In Carly Simon's video "You Know What to Do", what type of stroke does she swim?
-- breaststroke

60% 50 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the person who is quoted as once saying "Truly
exceptional environmental performance is a dependable path to profitability."
-- Peter Coors

46% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6738 In the Fall of 2005, an event took place off of the coast of Kenya that
garnered worldwide attention. What are the following people describing, and what made this
event newsworthy?

-- Pirates attacked a cruise ship

-- they were repelled by sonic weapons

14% 60 pts

In the Tom and Jerry cartoon "Quiet Please," what did Jerry leave in his will for his favorite cat
Tom?
-- 1 Custard Pie

81 % 30 pts

What Bay is located between Arthur Bay and Martin Bay on Lake Ogallala?
-- No Name Bay

74% 45 pts

In this Nissan Murano commercial, the coordinates are 37 degrees north and 122 degrees west.
This is where a couple of antique hunters come across the Louis the fifteenth chest they have
been searching for. While looking around this store we see a jukebox sitting there. What was
· song number 32 on the jukebox?
-- Smoke on the Water

82% 15 pts

In what TV series would you find the Liberty Coffee Shop?
--Angie
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83% 75 pts

(7:00 AM)

Please tell us the complete headline that appeared on the cover of the October 13-19, 2005
"Anchorage Press" .
-- "Driving my life away. Our reporter embeds in the Anchorage-Valley commuter lane"

65% 10 pts

What mode of transportation would you most likely be in if you came across nuns, cans, bells,
whistles; and spars?
-- boat

83% 20 pts

What was the name of the hit that made the Angry Beavers one hit disco wonders?
-- Beaver Fever

29% 40 pts

Visual Trivia #10 Please give us the name of this plant as it appeared in the July-August 1992
edition of The Minnesota Volunteer.
-- American Red Raspberries

58% 35 pts

Who was number 19 on Mental Floss magazine's list of the "20 Most Annoying People in
History"? First and last name please.
-- Pete Best

14% 125 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the first person to teach in a schoolhouse in Glenwood,
Minnesota.
-- George Thacker

81 % 25 pts

Audio Trivia #6762 For 25 trivia points - Who is the vegetable lover crooning here?
-- Brak

6% 45 pts

Audio Trivia #6729 Please give us the first and last name of the man who sang this song in
defense of his fans as well as the name of the song.
-- Dick Clark

85% 20 pts

-- Open Letter to the Older Generation

According to Daniel Cleaver, what was the first example of a "poof interior designer gone
bonkers"?
-- Cistine Chapel
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(8:00 AM)
Audio Speed Round - First half hour
25% 40 pts

Audio Trivia# 6831 Name the Title and Artist of this song.
-- Toots and the Maytals

50% 40 pts

--Still is Still Moving to Me

Audio Trivia# 6832 Name this Hasidic Jewish Reggae Rapper and the name of this song.
-- Matisyahu

-- King Without a Crown

81 % 40 pts

Audio Trivia# 6833 Name the Title and singer of this song from the album "The Last Waltz"
by The Band.
-- Neil Diamond -- Dry Your Eyes

17% 40 pts

Audio Trivia # 6834 Name the Title and artist of this song AND name the special guest
background singer heard in this clip.
-- Jah Wobbles Invaders of the Heart
-- The Sun Does Rise
-- Delores O'Roirden (from The Cranberries)

69% 40 pts

Audio Trivia# 6835 Name the Title and artist of this song AND name the special guest
background singer heard in this clip.
-- Indigo Girls

47% 40 pts

-- Kid Fears

-- Michael Stipe (from R.E.M.)

Audio Trivia# 6836 Name the Title and artist of this song AND name the special guest
background singer heard in this clip.
-- Billy Bragg & Wilco -- Way Over Yonder in a Minor Key
-- Natalie Merchant (from 10,000 Maniacs)

10% 40 pts

Audio Trivia# 6837 Name the Title and artist of this song AND name the special guest
background singer heard in this clip.
-- Indio

0% 40 pts

-- Joni Mitchell

Audio Trivia# 6838 Name the Title and artist of this song AND name the special guest
background singer heard in this clip.
-- John Lee Hooker

42% 40 pts

-- Hard Sun

-- (Medley) Serves Me Right To Suffer/ Syndicator
-- Van Morrison

Audio Trivia# 6839 Name the Title and artist of this song AND name the special guests heard
in this clip.
-- Bob Dylan -- Silvio
-- Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir, Brent Myland OR The Grateful Dead
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Hour 40

(8:00 AM)

Audio Speed Round - Second half hour
76% 40 pts

Audio Trivia #6845 Please name the title, artist, and next lyrical line of this song.
-- John Prine (with Iris DeMent) -- In Spite of Ourselves
--"Caught him once and he was sniffin' my undies"

58% 40 pts

Audio Trivia #6842 Please name the title, artist, and next lyrical line of this song.
-- Buck 65 -- Wicked and Weird
-- "Wicked & weird I'm a rat fish trying to practice doing back flips on your mattress"

54% 40 pts

Audio Trivia #6846 Please name the title, artist, and next lyrical line of this song.
-- Hayseed Dixie -- Moonshiner's Daughter
-- "and makes me liquor all night long"

56% 40 pts

Audio Trivia #6849 Please name the title, artist, and next lyrical line of this song.
-- Ween

17% 40 pts

-- Voodoo Lady

-- "Boogie oogie oogie oogie oogie"

Audio Trivia #6841 Please name the title, artist, and next lyrical line of this song.
-- Beck -- Heaven Hammer
-- "and pound you out of my head"

75% 40 pts

Audio Trivia #6847 Please name the title, artist, and next lyrical line of this song.
-- Cake

6% 40 pts

-- Sheep go to Heaven

-- "Goats go to Hell"

Audio Trivia #6843 Please name the title, artist, and next lyrical line of this song.
-- Faux Jean -- Drunk and Stoned
-- "I was on my way home, from getting drunk and stoned"

71 % 40 pts

Audio Trivia #6848 Please name the title, artist, and next lyrical line of this song.
-- The White Stripes

60% 40 pts

-- My Doorbell

-- "when ya going to ring it"

Audio Trivia #6844 Please name the title, artist, and next lyrical line of this song.
-- The New Pornographers -- Use it
-- "Two chicks in the parking lot crack wise on the price of fame they stood to gain"
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19% 90 pts

(9:00 AM)

We're looking for two British TV character actors with connections to pop music. One provided
the voice for a famous pop star in a famous 60's film. The other wrote a top ten hit for Herman's
Hermits. Please give us the first and last names of these two actors.
-- Geoffrey (or Geoff) Hughes -- Trevor Peacock
Geoffrey (Onslow on Keeping Up Appearances) was the voice of Paul in The Beatles "Yellow
Submarine", Trevor (Jim on the Vicar of Dibley) wrote "Mrs. Brown You've Got a Lovely
Daughter"

81 % 15 pts

Lyrically speaking, what time is "Zero Hour" to Reginald Dwight?
-- 9:00 am

88% 20 pts

What did George Bailey find in his pocket?
-- Zuzu's petals

51 % 50 pts

Audio Trivia #6767 For 50 trivia points give us the first and last name of this singer and the
company this commercial is advertising.
-- Peggy Lee

83% 30 pts

-- McDonalds

Audio Trivia #6705 If you were in the United States Armed Forces and you heard this bugle
call, what would you get ready for?
--Assembly

7% 60 pts

From the Dr. Seuss trivia board game, please give us the three possible answers to the question
"In Ifl Ran The Zoo, what is the name for the world's largest bird?"
-- Birdasaurous Rex
-- Fizza-ma-Wizza-ma-Dill
-- Hugeama-flapp-flapper

88% 30 pts

From the comic strip "Calvin and Hobbes", please tell us what Hobbes is referring to when he
says "No sport is less organized"?
-- Calvinball

35% 45 pts

Visual Trivia #9 Please give us this persons first and last name.
-- Michael Dell

86% 20 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the woman asked to provide fruitcake for Charles and
Camilla's wedding buffet.
-- Etta Richardson
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38% 100 pts

Hour 42
(10:00 AM)
TV SHOW HOUR
In this sitcom, Jennifer Grey played herself. Since she is listed in the phone book, Serbian leader
Slobodan Milosevic gives her a call using 10-10-321. During the call, it is mentioned that only
two movies have survived all of the bombings. What two movies are they?
-- Barcelona

85% 15 pts

What was the theme song for "Grace Under Fire" and who sang it? First and last name, please.
-- "Lady Madonna"

47% 20 pts

-- Dirty Dancing

-- Aretha Franklin

Shia is to Shaide as Louis is to what?
--Anthony
(Shia Shaide LeBeouf, character is Louis Anthony Stevens)

46% 60 pts

In the Ripping Yarn "The Testing of Eric Olthwaite", Eric is fascinated by the fact that someone
in his community has acquired something new. Please tell us the first and last name of this
person, what they acquired and the make and model number of this object.
-- Howard Molson

81 % 25 pts

-- (A new) shovel

-- Spear & Jackson number 3

Audio Trivia #6794 For 25 trivia points, what TV program featured this catchy theme song?
-- The Banana Splits Adventure Hour

4% 100 pts

Television character Henry McNeeley gets a chance to meet his favorite childhood author,
Professor Huggles, for lunch. At this lunch meeting we learn which Professor Huggles book was
Henry's first. What is the name of this book?
-- "The dog and the frog make friends with the hog"

81 % 30 pts

What program followed Will & Grace in October 2003?
-- Coupling

76% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6728 Name this futuristic folk duo.
-- Cylon and Garfunkel

89% 15 pts

Please give us the name of the 1990's NBC television comedy that is an another name for
"Earth" .

-- Third Rock From The Sun
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I% 80 pts

82% 20 pts

(11:00 AM)

What companies 1999 print ad included the phrase "I'd make all the tyrannosaurus rexes sit next
to the girls."
-- iparty.com OR iparty DOT com
What was the original name of MS-DOS?
-- QDOS OR Quick and Dirty Operating System

86% 20 pts

Audio Trivia #6773 Betcha' didn' t know Captain Kirk was bilingual did ya? For 20 trivia points
- what language is this guy speaking?

--German
57% 60 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the person who joined the Pewter Vessel Drinking
Society at Key Biscayne's English Pub alongside Richard Nixon.
-- Bebe Rebozo OR Charles Rebozo

68% 30 pts

Karma is a funny thing. What is the name of the artist and title of the song that is B7 on the
jukebox at "The Crab Shack" in TV land?
-- (Artist) Rob Base and DJ EZ
-- (Song) It Takes Two

17% 80 pts

Audio Trivia #6748 What miraculous product is this golden-age radio announcer pimping?

-- The Terryscope
40% 30 pis

From the movie "The Perfect Score", please tell us what answer Desmond and Roy wrote down
for question 6, part 4 of the math portion of the SAT test.

-- "D"
81% 40 pts

What species of animal was born at Como Zoo on December 26, 2004? While you're at it, we'd
also like the names given to the parents.
-- white faced Saki monkey
-- Milton -- Patty (parents)

85% 20 pts

The plane Memphis Belle was named after whom? First and last name, please.
-- Margaret Polk
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Audio Trivia #6770 This is a fairly uncommon instrument. For 150 trivia points we need to
know three things - what is this instrument and who is playing it, first and last name, and what is
the name of the song?
-- Oud (instrument)

82% 20 pts

(12:00 PM)

-- Jamil Bashir (artist)

-- Husayni (song)

Please name the ballad that was featured in Bob Dylan's Victoria Secret commercial.
-- "Love Sick"

54% 20 pts

What four high school bands were scheduled to perform in the September 3rd, 2005 MN State
Fair parade? City and state please.
-- Adrian, Minnesota
-- Altoona, Wisconsin
-- Becker, Minnesota
-- Colfax, Wisconsin

33% 50 pts

Audio Trivia #6757 For 50 trivia points what make of car is this and what is its engine size?
--BMW V- 12

56% 25 pts

Visual Trivia #13: What was the name of the famous sailing ship associated with this picture?
-- Cutty Sark

3% 150 pts

In 1986 it was promoted as saying "I'm back." In 1988 we were lead to believe it lead a band.
What are we referring to?
-- Santa Bear

53% 30 pts

What is the official color of the finish used on robotic character Bender?
-- Foghat Grey

6% 50 pts

83% 15 pts

Many musicians have day jobs on their way to being full time artists. Singer & songwriter
Christine Lavin had a job she once described as "horrible". For 50 trivia points, what was that
job?
-- string bean inspector in a canning factory
Please give us the major vegetable crop Beverly Hills, California used to be famous for.
-- lima beans
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4% 75 pts

(1:00 PM)

Please give us the title, first and last name of the person who wrote the "Feed Stuff'' column in
the November, 1974 edition of "Horse & Rider".
-- Dr. Tony Cunha

82% 15 pts

What was the original figurehead on Old Ironsides?
-- Hercules

89% 20 pts

In the Great Trix Train Robbery, who were the 5 suspects listed on boxes of Trix?
-- Bunny O'Hare -- F. Rudy Flavors -- Sally Rabbit
-- "Wild" Barry Blue -- Willy Gettum

15% 40 pts

In the film, "The Secret of Roan Inish" what is the name of the young seal that Fiona sees and
talks about throughout the film?
--JAX

85% 35 pts

Audio Trivia #6790 For 35 trivia points - name the collection this classic song is part of.

-- Jammin' 5 a Day Songs
1% 150 pts

For 150 trivia points, we are looking for a particular geographical significance of the following
set of numbers: 10, 20, 21, 25, 27, 31, 42, 49, 57, 60, 91, 101, 109. What geographical answer
are we looking for?
-- They are the atomic numbers of elements whose symbols are also United States Postal Service
abbreviations for states

46% 30 pts

Audio Trivia #6789 For 30 points - Give us the last names of the astronauts on this NASA
m1ss10n.
-- Ceman
-- Stafford
-- Young

100% 40 pts

(T.O. - math was wrong) 33,840 is an important number to Trivia 1999. It is the combined
point total of three teams. Please give us the names of those three teams.

-- cowboydaleisallmessedup
-- Rich Corinthian Leather
-- Those Meddling Kids
79% 15 pts

Please tell us the name given to the single-celled organisms discovered in the "Cave of the
Lighted House" back in 1998.
-- Snot-tites or Snotties

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 46
56% 85 pts

(2:00 PM)

This AFLAC Insurance commercial shows Chevy Chase in a supermarket explaining why he
doesn 't do pratfall comedy anymore and he eventually ends up destroying the supermarket. How
much did the AFLAC duck cost when it went through the checkout? Sorry, no partials.
-- Seven dollars, ninety nine cents ($7 .99)

86% 15 pts

If a child was conceived at any time during this weekend, what would its astrological sign most
likely be?
-- scorpio

83% 20 pts

This toy salesman witnessed a game in Atlanta, Georgia called Beano. He decided to improve on
it and turned it into a very popular game of numbers and chance. Please give us the toy
salesman's first and last name and the name of the game as it is referred to today.
-- Edwin Lowe
-- BINGO

49% 50 pts

Audio Trivia #6776 For 50 trivia points, please give us the first and last name of the person who
recorded this montage and what followed its being played on the air.
-- Bob Grayson
-- IO minutes of silence

69% 40 pts

What did John Vincent start in 1878 that was trivia-worthy?
-- The Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle

10% JOO pts

What fictional television show features the characters Lashes the Giraffe, Scopey the Telescope,
Patchy the Pirate and his parrot Mr. Salty and Honolulu Harry?
-- The Living Lighthouse

74% 35 pts

In Sinclair Lewis' novel "Babbitt", where does the title character have his daily lunch?
-- Zenith Athletic Club

74% 40 pts

Audio Trivia #6766 This is an angry, angry singer. For 40 trivia points, who is he angry at in
this song?
-- Don Henley (Mojo Nixon singing "Don Henley Must Die")

68% 15 pts

Please give us the 27th palindromic whole number in base 10.
-- 181

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 47
(3:00 PM)
Beginning Black out!
51 % 500 pts

For 500 trivia points, please give us the name of the shipwreck based on the following five clues:
Clue I - Adding the sum of the digits for the year it was built to the sum of the digits for the year
it was sunk equals 29.
Clue 2 - The sum of the digits for the year it was built is five higher than the sum of the digits for
the year it was sunk.
Clue 3 - The ships official number is a six digit number with two and zero being the first and
second digits, in that order.
Clue 4 -Take the last four digits of the ships official number and divide them by the first digit of
the ships official number. The answer, when rounded up, is equal to the year this shipwreck was
discovered.
Clue 5 -The number of the contest holds the clue as to what body of water the shipwreck lies in.
You have roughly two hours to figure out the clues and put a name to this sunken treasure. Good
luck.
-- (the) "John Mitchell"

88% 10 pts

Audio Trivia #6751 Name the wayward sailor to whom this man played sidekick.
-- Popeye

71 % 20 pts

Audio Trivia #6744 Name the following individual as he attempts to defend his company's
unscrupulous actions to curb (AAAARRRRRGGGHHHH) music piracy! Give us his first and
last name please.
-- Thomas Hesse (President of Sony BMG's Global Digital Business )

4% 40 pts

The 1988 brochure "Discover Brandywine Valley" invites you to "walk through an archway into
another time." To what two places does this statement suggest you visit?
-- Old Town Hall

l % 40 pts

Many teams keep stacks of old People magazines around ... just in case. Well, here's the Trivia
ghods gift to you. Please tell us the first and last names of the parents - and the first name of the
child- highlighted in the "Births" section of the December 6, 1999 People magazine.
-- Martin Scorsese

11 % I 00 pts

-- The George Read II House

-- Helen Morris

-- (child) Francesca

Stan Hooper has the most popular minute on television. While getting ready for the annual
Thanksgiving hunting trip in Waterford Falls, Stan mentions 2 of his heroes in life. Who are
these 2 heroes?
-- Jack London -- Ernest Hemingway

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
19% 20 pts

Please tell us at which popular eatery you would find the kids Autumn, Sunny, Fo~est and
Woody and their four-legged pals Maple and Summit.
-- Bonanza OR Ponderosa

4% 40 pts

In the special "Casper's Haunted Christmas," what is Ghoul Rule# 829?
-- It does not count if you scare yourself

76% 15 pts

Please give us the name of the first room you enter in the Smithsonian Traveling Exhibition titled
"Ocean Planet".
-- Immersion

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 48
JO% 75 pts

85% 15 pts

(4:00 PM)

For 75 trivia points, please give us the first and last name of the current Minnesota college
student who appeared in a film nominated for an Oscar in 2003.
-- Emily Stagg
(Carleton College student appeared in the Oscar-nominated documentary "Spellbound")
What is the name of John Redcorn's band?
-- Big Mountain Fudgecake

67% 20 pis

If you triple-bogeyed a par five hole in golf, what slang term would you call your score?
-- snowman

46% 45 pts

Audio Trivia #6788 For 45 trivia points, please name this aircraft. Listen closely, it's a quick
one.
-- F16 Falcon

69% 30 pts

What was the scheduled fruit for January 3, 2006 according to the published St. Cloud District
742 breakfast menu?
-- orange smiles

47% 75 pts

Audio Trivia #6781 For 75 trivia points, what nautical character's theme is heard here?
-- Captain Pugwash

60% 40 pts

In the episode of "Duck Dodgers" titled "The Fudd" , the Fudd require the help from the people
of Mars and Earth in order to achieve their dreams of invading what celestial body?
-- (the) sun

60% 50 pts

Visual Trivia #8 What animals or insects eyes are shown in the middle box, bottom row?
-- Polyphemus Moth

86% 10 pts

What is the fear oflakes?
-- lirnnophobia

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 49
74% 100 pts

(5:00 PM)

TV's Norris Michelsky owns a green moped. What did he name his moped?
-- Purple Rain

88% 15 pts

Name the science of determining how old a tree is by counting its rings.
-- dendrochronology

81 % 20 pts

Audio Trivia #6735 Describe the process this man wishes he had at his disposal.
-- To discipline by dragging under the keel of a ship (something close)

65% 55 pts

This famous 16th century galleon was renamed from an aquatic bird to a land mammal during
one of its voyages to please the sponsor. The name of the ship was taken from an animal in the
sponsors coat of arms and served as figure head to the ship. What was the sponsors name and
what was the name of the ship?
-- (Sir) Christopher Hatton
-- Golden Hind

78% 20 pts

Where are you if you are "in Harris County, 22 miles east of downtown Houston off Texas 225
East, then north on Texas 134"?
-- San Jacinto State Historical Park

0% 100 pts

A 1999 Quaker Oatmeal print advertisment proclaimed "Never tinker with a healthy heart." The
ad featured two men with lowered cholesterol. Please give us their first and last names.
-- Mark Goehring
-- Rex Pipher

85% 30 pts

Divas Live 1999 featured four celebrities. Please give us their first names.
--Brandy
-- Cher
-- Whitney (Houston)
-- Tina (Turner)

29% 35 pts

Audio Trivia #6714 Please give us the name of the movie this infectious tune comes from.
-- The Road To Wellville

82% 10 pts

He was known as James the First of England, but by which number was he known in Scotland?
-- 6 (James the Sixth)

T2006 - "TRIVIA ON THE HIGH SEAS"
Hour 50
57% 125 pts

(6:00 PM)

Stuckeybowl's Shirley Pifko has had trouble concentrating since who died?
-- Buddy Ebsen

86% 20 pts

If you were a pirate - what letter follows "Q"?
--Arrrrgh ®

82% 20 pts

How may we help you .... But first, tell us what have you done to help us?

* this question was submitted by the points dispute line*
85% 20 pts

The answer is no. What is the question?

90% 20 pts

Your headquarters doesn't "Smell like Teen Spirit" . It smells more like what?

86% 20 pts

The hamsters want to know "is a pirate who is wearing a patch trying to quit smoking?"
--no (or) yes (or) maybe

88% 20 pts

Level with me sporto. Do you have the punchline it takes to keep the phonebank happy? Here's
the joke - "A naked blonde walks into a bar, with a poodle under one arm and a two foot salami
under the other. She lays the poodle on the table. The Bartender says, "I suppose you won't be
needing a drink". The naked lady says ... "

82% 20 pts

Audio.Trivia #6850 - Please call in and duplicate this sound. Don't hold back until the awards
ceremony. Let it go now.

75% 20 pts

Is the poop deck really what we think it is???
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Jeffrey Pederson, 2/13/06 4:26 PM -0600, Trouble Among the Cheerleaders
X-IronPort-AV: i="4. 02, 109, 1139202000";
d="scan'208"; a="l961599452:sNHT62349018"
To: satcluro@kvsc.org
From: Jeffrey Pederson<_
Subject: Trouble Anong the Cheerleaders
Date: Mon, 13 Feb 2006 16:26:47 -0600
X-XWall-Excl: spf
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 13 Feb 2006 22:26:57.0240

(UTC)

FILETIME=[9980ADB0:01C630EC]

Jo,
I just wanted to say thank you to you and everyone involved in the trivia process. As you could
probably tell, we did not expect this at all. The combination of · shock and exhaustion made it seem
like it really didn't happen. we consider it the highest honor to be inducted into the Hall of Fame
with all of the other inductees. When I left the auditorium, I had about 10 messages on my cell phone
from remote team members. It was awesome. Again, thank you for all things trivia, and we are looking
forward to ·next year already.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Pederson
Head Cheerleader.

Printed for Jo McMullen-Boyer <;jlmcmullen@stcloudstate.edo>

1

1

Student Finance Committee, 2/13/06 3:31 PM -0600, Congrads
Subject: congrads
Date: Mon, 13 Feb 2006 15:31:48 -0600
Thread-Topic: Congrads
Thread-Index: AcYw5OVuZ+YF'IW34QeKcPh57taz2+g==
From: "Stude,;t Finance COlll1littee" <sfc@stcloudstate.edu>
To: "McMullen, Jo L. " <satchm:::>@stcloudstate.edu>
KVSC Radio-

On behalf of the Senate .Finance Committee, we wanted to give a special congratulation on a successful Trivia weekend and to all the
staff and volunteers that helped make it a success. I have heard many great complements in regards to the weekend events and wanted
to you to know that efforts were most definitely noticed.

Thank you,
Senate Finance Committee

JoandKVSCOne of the highlights of the Red Carpet is that I've been able to catch you and say "thank
you". I didn't get that opportunity. So ...
Thank you.
Very much.
For keeping Trivia going strong.
-Matt-Neo Maxi Zoomdweebies

Printed for Jo McMullen-Boyer <jlmcmullen@stcloudstate.edu>
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Wed, Mar 1, 2006 4:32 P~

Subject: .Re: .Stat$)' Jim, :I n·e ed STA'.TS!

Da,t e::<Wednesda.y,>March l, .2 0062:30 PM
From:,'
·
·
fot info@i<vsc;~r_gj'••
Dear Jo,
Thank you!· :c hec:kiligthe ·Other pieces bf .e~maUlrr rn'y'inbox,
I see that)1m Gray has already sent me the information requested.
Nice! We'll use this ·additional information to plan for .next year's ·
trivia coMtest.
•. '
·
·
·
We had a fun time a:s usuaf:this year, by the way .. .J:hank ybtr (all) ·
for your efforts and for those of the countless narneless, faceless,
and tireless (but notheadless, <except .for the- covvboY .rTlonk~y) KVSC . .
staffrn~mhers: and •.volunteers who make this something .to look forward
to year after year!
.

-

.

,..:., ... ·.;..

·•;'"a::·,•:-

Sincerely,
Kent Orth,
unofficia'I
spokesrnohkey
(not headl·ess)
for A Few
Screws Loose
- - - - -- ~ - _ : _ _-
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